
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We really appreciate you making this purchase from us and we hope the 
equipment meets your expectations. We strive to sell equipment that will 
make your business as well as ours, prosper. When you have future 
equipment or service needs please think of us first! 

 
  

If we can be of further services to you or your company,  

please call us at (806) 244-5686. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Owners and Management 

Dalhart R&R Machine Works, Inc. 
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Introduction 
 
Thank you for purchasing a R & R Machine Grain Cleaner.  R & R Machine strives to deliver the best grain 
cleaning technology combined with rugged, durable construction to provide a productive and reliable 
means of ensuring your product is free from foreign material and debris.  To ensure the grain cleaner lives 
up to all expectations, it is important to read and comply with this manual. 
 
This manual provides personnel with the information needed to safely operate and maintain the R & R 
Machine Grain Cleaner. It has been designed and written to be used as an instructional tool, as well as a 
reference tool, for everyday work.  It is important that all personnel read and understand the Safety 
information BEFORE operating the machine.  Danger and Caution notices/stickers are positioned in 
strategic areas on the equipment to point out any potential hazards that may arise from machine setup 
and/or maintenance procedures. 
 
The parts section includes an ordering guide for assistance when ordering parts.  To gain the most from 

the machine, always use genuine R & R Machine parts.  Illustrations may be changed without notice.  All 

dimensions and specifications are approximate, and drawings may not be to scale.  Machines may be 

shown without guards for illustration only.  Guards are supplied and must be in place before operation.  

Specifications are subject to change without notice 
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Safety 
 
Remember, YOU are the key to safety.  Good safety practices not only protect you, but also the people 
around you. Make these practices a working part of your safety program.  Be certain that everyone 
operating this equipment is familiar with the recommended operating and maintenance procedures and 
follows all the safety precautions.  Most accidents can be prevented.  Do not risk injury or death by 
ignoring good safety practices. 
 

OPERATING SAFETY 
1. Read and understand the Operator’s Manual and all safety signs before using. 
2. Before servicing, adjusting, repairing, or maintaining unit, ensure that unit power source is 

completely shut down, and cannot start-up (locked out). 
3. Do not operate when any guards are damaged or removed.  Install and secure guards before 

starting. 
4. Do not operate when any inspection doors are damaged or removed.  Install and secure the doors 

before starting. 
5. Keep hands, feet, clothing, and hair away from all moving and/or rotating parts. 
6. Wear appropriate ear protection when operating for long periods of time. 
7. Review safety items with all personnel routinely. 

 

• DO NOT modify the equipment in any way.  Unauthorized modification will affect the warranty and 
may impair the function and / or safety and could affect the life of the equipment. 

• DO NOT make any adjustments or repairs on the equipment while the machine is running.  

• DO NOT start the system loaded with grain. 

• DO NOT shutdown the equipment until all the grain and debris has been emptied from the system. 
 

SIGNAL WORDS: 
Note the use of the signal words DANGER, WARNING, and CAUTION with the safety messages. The  
appropriate signal word for each message has been selected using the following guidelines: 
 

DANGER - Indicates an imminently hazardous situation that, if not avoided, will result in death  
or serious injury. This signal word is to be limited to the most extreme situations, typically for  
machine components that, for functional purposes, cannot be guarded. 
 
WARNING - Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in death  
or serious injury and includes hazards that are exposed when guards are removed. It may be also  
used to alert against unsafe practices. 
 
CAUTION - Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that, if not avoided, may result in minor  
or moderate injury. It may be also used to alert against unsafe practices. 
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Safety 
 

 
 
 
SAFETY SIGN REPLACEMENT 

1. Keep safety signs clean and legible always. 
2. Replace safety signs that are missing or have become illegible. 
3. Replaced parts that displayed a safety sign should also display the current sign. 
4. Safety signs are available from R & R Machine. 
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Machine Overview 
 
R & R Machine Works grain cleaner moves grain gently through a rotary system of screens to 
economically remove any foreign material.   
 
As the drum rotates, three processes occur.  

1. The grain moves the length of the drum to the discharge end.  
2. Then the grain moves laterally across the diameter of the drum.  
3. The grain is constantly stirred to pass the grain over the screen repeatedly while it is moving 

directionally. 
 
Debris and fines are thoroughly removed from the grain with the fines being separated from larger 
screenings and scalped grain.  All of these, fines, scalped grain, and debris, are deposited in separate 
output chutes. 
 
The key to effective grain cleaning is to obtain the correct correlation of the rate of inflow of grain with the 
speed of the rotary screens.  This will ensure that the maximum amount of clean grain is produced with 
the minimum of foreign materials.  To accomplish this, R & R Machine incorporates a VFD (variable 
frequency drive) to allow the fine tuning of the screen rotation speed.  This is a unique feature of the R & R 
Machine Grain Cleaner.   
 
Screen Size 
The configuration is (1) sifting screen for fines removal and (2) scalping screens for scalping.  R & R 
Machine provides several additional grain screen sizes to address specific types of product to be cleaned.  
Please contact R & R Machine at (806) 244-5686 to discuss your requirements. 
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Installation 
  

The installation of your grain cleaner should be carefully planned and well-engineered. 
  
The following points should be followed to get the most out of your grain cleaner, both in capacity and 

quality:  

1. Sufficient space must be available around the grain cleaner for adjustments, repairs and removal 

and installation of roll screens. 

i. This space should be maintained for future maintenance. 

2. The grain cleaner should be installed on a level surface capable of withstanding the weight of the 

cleaner. Micro/Level Isolators are ideal to place between the cleaner frame and the floor that the 

cleaner is to be mounted on. 

i. If the surface is not level, shims or grout should be used to avoid warping or binding 

the frame. 

3. Provision should be made for the following: 

a. Adequate electrical voltage and amperage to operate the cleaner 

b. Adequate grain is available to the cleaner for processing 

c. Removal of the processed grain equivalent to the rate of processing 

i. This may be done in any of several methods  

 

 

Pre-Operation Checklist 
 
Efficient and safe operation of the R & R Machine grain cleaner requires that each operator reads and 
understands the operating procedures and all related safety precautions outlined in this section. A pre-
operation checklist is provided for the operator. It is important for both personal safety and protection of 
the grain cleaner that this checklist is followed.  
 
Before operating the grain cleaner and each time thereafter, the following areas should be checked off: 
 

1. Lubricate the equipment per the schedule outlined on the Maintenance Schedule.  
2. Check the equipment for damaged, worn, loose, or missing parts.  

a. Repair as needed before operation.  
3. Check the screens/drums.  

a. Remove any twine, wire or other foreign material that has become entangled.  
4. Check belt tension.  

a. Belt tension must be maintained to assure maximum belt life.  
b. Remove any trash, which might accumulate in the pulley grooves. 

5. Check that all bearings turn freely. Replace any that need replacing.  
6. Make sure that all guards and shields are in place, secured and functioning as designed.  
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Grain Cleaner Start Up Procedure  
 
The key to effective grain cleaning is to obtain the correct correlation of the rate of inflow of grain with the 
speed of the rotary screens.  This will ensure that the maximum amount of clean grain is produced with 
the minimum of foreign materials. 
 
This can be accomplished by the observation of the number of fines in the scalped grain and the amount 
of grain in the overage/debris.  This will vary depending on the ability to easily observe the fines and 
overage/debris outputs. 
 

Start Up Procedure 
 
The R & R Machine Grain Cleaner is equipped with an industry leading VFD (variable frequency drive) or 
also referred to as an inverter.  The operation of the drive motor for the grain cleaner is controlled by this 
device. 

 
 
To start the drive, momentarily set the Start/Stop Switch to the “START” position.  
The motor will begin to accelerate to the set speed. 
 
Initial Setup 
 
The initial setup of the amount of inflow vs the speed must be observed and modified accordingly.  Once 
you have established this setting, this will be your starting point for successive operations of the grain 
cleaner. 

1. Ensure the grain cleaner pre-operation checklist has been completed. 
2. Start the grain cleaner 

a. Ensure that the drum rotation is CCW from inlet 
3. Start the grain input flow 
4. Input flow / rotation speed setting 

a. Incrementally increase the rotation speed of the drum until you observe grain in the 
scalping discharge 

b. Secondary check 
i. If you observe excessive fines, in the scalped grain 

1. If excessive speed – reduce speed 
2. If minimal speed- increase speed 
3. Adjust brushes 
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Operation / Monitoring 
 
Grain flow into the cleaner can be controlled with the jump auger flow gate to ensure that the flow is matching the 
output of the grain cleaner. 
 

1. After the initial setup is complete 
2. Periodically review the outputs – if adjustments are required perform the following 

a. Fines in the scalped grain is excessive 
i. Reduce the speed of rotation for the screens 

b. Grain in the overage/debris is excessive 
i. Reduce the speed of rotation for the screens 

 
 

Shut Down Procedure 

 

Shut Down 

1. Shut down the grain inflow 
2. Continue to operate the grain cleaner until all the residual grain has been processed through all the 

screens 
3. Stop VFD 
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Maintenance 

Maintenance Schedule 

 
Description 

Service Item 

 Check Clean Lube Adjust  

Daily Maintenance 
 Screens/Drums ✓ ✓    

 Pulleys and Belt Tension ✓     

 Guards and Shields ✓     

       

       

Weekly Maintenance 
 Pillow Block Bearings ✓  ✓   

 Brush Clearance ✓   ✓  

 Gearbox Oil Level ✓  ✓   

       

Monthly Maintenance 
 Screen Brushes ✓ ✓  ✓  

       

Annual Maintenance 
 Entire Machine ✓ ✓    

       

 

Maintenance work must be done at regular intervals. Failure to do so will result in excessive wear and 
early failures. The service schedule is only a guide for correct maintenance of the equipment. 
 

Lubrication  
1. Grease pillow block bearings once a week per the maintenance schedule. 

a. Use an SAE multi-purpose high temperature grease with extreme pressure (EP) 
characteristics. Also acceptable is an SAE multi-purpose lithium-based grease. 

2. Clean fitting before greasing, to avoid injecting dirt and grit.  
3. Replace and repair broken fittings immediately.  

a. If fittings will not take grease, remove and clean thoroughly. Replace fitting if necessary.  
4. Always use a hand-held grease gun.  
5. Apply two to three pumps of grease to the pillow bearings.  

 

Belt Tension 
Rotational power from the power source is transmitted to the auger and brush shaft through the belt drive. 
To obtain efficient transmission of power and good belt life, the belts must be properly tensioned, and the 
pulleys aligned.  Belts that are too tight will stretch and wear quickly or overload the bearings.  Belts that 
are too loose will not transmit the required power and will slip, overheat, and wear quickly.  Pulleys that 
are not aligned will result in rapid belt wear.  
 
The R & R grain cleaner is equipped with (3) B-Series belts.  These belts are designed to work in tandem 
for optimal efficiency.  If one belt becomes worn or stretched, all three belts are to be replaced.  Replacing 
only individual belts and not all three will result in reduced belt life and potential failure of the belts. 
 
New or replaced belts 
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Belt tension should be rechecked after two days of operation and adjusted, if required. 
 
Follow this procedure when checking and adjusting belt tension and pulley alignment. 

1. Shut down the cleaner and wait for all moving parts to stop before attempting any adjustment. 

2. Ensure that the unit power source is completely shut down and locked out. 

3. Unbolt the latch bolt of the belt guard and swing the belt guard cover away from the motor/pulleys 

a. If necessary, secure the belt guard door in the open position. 

Check Tension 
1. Determine the belt deflection in a static condition on the machine. 

a. At the midpoint, between both pulleys, depress the belt (push toward the opposite side) and 

estimate the amount of deflection 

b. There should be approximately 7/16 of an inch of deflection 

Adjusting Tension 
The grain cleaner motor is attached to a mounting plate.  The mounting plate has four adjustment 
bolts/nuts for tension adjustment.  Adjust the belt to the appropriate tension. 
 

1. Loosen the jam nuts (nuts on the top of the mounting plate) on the adjusting bolts to allow for belt 
adjustment. 

2. To tighten the belt adjustment, turn the adjusting nuts (nuts on the bottom of the mounting plate) 
CCW to set the tension. 

a. Nuts must be adjusted in sequence and with equal adjustments. 
i. If one adjustment nut is adjusted a quarter of a turn CCW – ALL must be adjusted 

the same amount 
3. To loosen the belt adjustment, turn the adjusting nuts (nuts on the bottom of the mounting plate) 

CW to set the tension. 
a. Nuts must be adjusted in sequence and with equal adjustments. 

i. If one adjustment nut is adjusted a quarter of a turn CW – ALL must be adjusted the 
same amount 

4. Check the tension again. (Over-tightening will cause belt stretching and overload the 
motor/gearbox.  Belts that are too loose will slip, tear, and wear rapidly. 

5. Once appropriate tension is gained, tighten all jam nuts (nuts on the top of the mounting plate).  
6. Swing the belt cover back into the closed position and bolt in place. 
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Pulley Alignment  
The alignment of the pulleys/sheaves between the motor and the gearbox shaft is key to belt life and 
safety.  Should the pulleys/sheaves become out of alignment, premature belt wear and potential belt 
breakage or being “rolled” off of the pulleys/sheaves may occur. 
 

1. Unbolt the latch bolt of the belt guard and swing the belt guard cover away from the motor/pulleys. 

a. If necessary, secure the belt guard door in the open position. 

2. Lay a straight edge across the faces of the two pulleys. 
3. If the gap between the pulley and the straight edge exceeds 1/16 inch (1.5mm), the pulleys must 

be realigned. 
4. Measure the distance the pulley needs to move. 
5. Loosen belts. 
6. Lift off the belts 
7. Loosen and remove bolts from the pulley which is to be moved. 
8. Install bolts into pulley’s threaded holes and progressively tighten each one until pulley is loose on 

bushing  
9. Move bushing as per measurement required. 
10. Remove bolts from pulley’s threaded holes and return to the bushing. 
11. Re-install sheave onto bushing 
12. Tighten bolts 
13. Re-install belts 
14. Adjust belt tension. 
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Grain Cleaner Inspection Door  
 

Inspection Door Installation/Removal 
 
The removal of the inspection door is to facilitate various maintenance and inspection procedures for the 
grain cleaner. 
 

Removal 

1. Ensure that the equipment is completely shut down and appropriate “lock out” is performed prior to 
engaging in this procedure. 

2. Release cam latches on the inspection door 
3. Utilizing both oval grip handles, lift the door upward and toward you 
4. Set the door aside in a safe area 

 

Installation 

1. Utilizing both oval grip handles and keeping the door parallel to the machine, lift and place the 
bottom of the inspection door along the frame with the top of the door at a slight outward angle 
(toward you) 

2. Once the door is resting on the frame, gently maneuver the door into position 
3. Close all cam latches to secure the door 
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Grain Cleaner Screen Change 
 

Removal of grain screen 
 
The removal of the grain screen is best accomplished with two individuals to assist with the rotation of the 
trommel during the removal process. 
 

1. Ensure that the equipment is completely shut down and appropriate “lock out” is performed prior to 
engaging in this procedure. 

2. Remove inspection door 
a. Release the cam latches 
b. Utilizing both oval grips, lift upward and towards you. 
c. Set aside 

3. Raise brushes to provide adequate clearance. 
4. Remove the inspection door frame 

a. Remove the two attaching bolts at the top and bottom of the frame. 
b. Set the frame and bolts aside for re-installation. 

5. Rotate trommel until the screen attachment bars are in position for bolt removal. 
6. Loosen the three tensioning bolts on the screen.   

a. Loosen and remove the two outside bolts leaving the center bolt. 
b. Loosen the center bolt gradually until the screen tension is released.  
c. Once the tension is released, remove the bolts and nuts and keep for installation of new 

screen. 
7. Loosen the two attachment bolts from the screen.   

a. Take care when loosening the bolts as the screen will be released from the frame as they 
are removed.   

b. Remove the bolts and keep for installation of the new screen. 
c. Take hold of the screen and pull towards you and rotate the screen down and under the 

frame of the cleaner until the screen is removed. 
d. Discard the old screen. 

 
 

Installation of grain screen 
 
The installation of the grain screen is best accomplished with two individuals to assist with the rotation of 
the trommel during the installation process. 
 

1. Remove inspection door of the screen to be installed. 
2. Rotate trommel until the screen attachment bars are in position for bolt installation. 

a. This should be close to the mid-point of the inspection door opening. 
3. Place the screen perpendicular to the machine and gently spread the screen opening until the 

screen can be placed around the trommel. 
a. Both edges of the screen should be in view, one above the attachment bar and one below. 

4. Once the screen is around the trommel, align the screen attachment bolt holes with the threaded 
holes in the attachment bar.  You may have to pick up the screen end from inside the hopper 

a. Place an attachment bolt in the first attachment hole and hand tighten. 
b. Align the second attachment hole and place an attachment bolt in the second hole and 

hand tighten. 
i. Ensure that the screen is centered. 

c. Tighten the two attachment bolts. 
5. Bring the loose edge of the screen toward the attachment bar until the tension bolts can be 

installed. 
a. Install the center tension bolt first and hand tighten 
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b. Install the remaining two tension bolts and hand tighten 
c. Tighten the center tension bolt and then the two outside tension bolts gradually, in 

sequence, until the screen has adequate tension. 
6. Rotate the trommel, manually, to ensure that the screen rotates freely. 

a. If it does not rotate freely, perform and inspection to determine the cause and remove. 
7. Lower brushes and readjust to appropriate clearance. 
8. Replace the inspection door frame 

a. Align the upper frame attachment holes, install bolts and hand tighten 
b. Align the lower frame attachment holes, install bolts and hand tighten. 
c. Tighten all bolts 

9. Replace inspection door 
a. Place inspection door in frame 
b. Close all cam latches 
c. Ensure door is secured 
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Grain Cleaner Brush Maintenance 
 

Screen Brush Adjustment 
 
The screen brush adjustment is performed to ensure that the brush has the proper contact with the screen 
to remove loose debris. 

1. Ensure that the equipment is completely shut down and appropriate “lock out” is performed prior to 
engaging in this procedure. 

2. Remove inspection door 
3. Inspect the screen 

a. If debris is on the outside of the screen and can be easily wiped away, then the brush 
needs adjustment 

4. Adjustment of the brush 
a. The brush is raised and lowered by the brush adjustment nuts on the top of the brush box.  

The brush is under spring tension. 
i. To raise the brush, tighten the nut (CW) 
ii. To lower the brush, loosen the nut (CCW) 

b. The brush should only make light contact with the screen. 
i. Too much contact will result in premature wear of the brush 
ii. Too little contact will result in the screens becoming clogged. 

c. Lower the brush until there is even contact across the screen. 
d. Lower the brush an additional 1/4 turn on each adjustment nut. 
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Parts Lists and Diagrams 
 

Enclosure and Hoppers 
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Trommel and Screen 
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Inspection Door and Brush Box 
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Guards -Belt and Bearing 
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Power Train 

Motor Pulleys  Belts  Gearbox  VFD 
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VFD / INVERTOR 

Quick Start Instructions 
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Limited Warranty  
 

The manufacturer warrants this equipment to the original user against material 
or workmanship for a period of 30 days from the date of purchase on repair 
parts and labor.  The manufacturer’s responsibility under this warranty is limited 
to the repair or replacement of defective part or parts.  The manufacturer 
reserves the right to determine whether the part or parts failed because of 
material, workmanship, or other causes.  Failure caused by accident, alteration, 
or misuse is not covered by this warranty.  

 
A DALHART R&R MACHINE WORKS, INC. representative must perform all 
warranty repairs.  Any repair to the equipment other than by this authorized 
facility voids this warranty.  The rights under this warranty are limited to the 
original user and may not be transferred to subsequent owners.  

 
The warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, including 
warranties for a specific purpose. 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grain Cleaner 
Operator’s Manual 

and Parts Guide 
 
 
 

Corporate Office: 
P.O. Box 1330 
1006 Liberal Street 
Dalhart, TX  79022 
 
Phone:  (806) 244-5686 
Fax:  (806) 244-6096 
 

www.r-rmachine.com 
sales@r-rmachine.com 
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